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Some structures are more suitable for seif-organization through the"DarwiD·Wallace mechani5m of variatioD aDd sel«
tioD thaD others. Such evolutionary adaptAbility lor evolvability) CID it.ulf evolve througb van.tioD aDd selectioD, eitber 
by virtue of beiag usociated with reliability and sLability or by hikhhiking along with the advaDtapous tnju whose 
appearaDu it raciJit.ates. ID order for a structure to evolve there must be a reuonable probability that geoetic van.tioD 
earries it from ODe adaptive peak to aoother: at tbe same time the structure shouJd not be overly ulUtable to pheaotnic 
perturb'tiollS. u this is iDcompatible with O<:C::UpyiDg I peak. Organizations that are complex in term. of Dumben or ('Om· 
poDeDu aDd iDterartioDS are more likely to meet tbe puk·dimbing eonditioa, but Ie" Iilr.ely to meet tbe slability eDndi· 
liDO. Biologiea.l structures that are characterized by a high degree of component redundancy aDd muJtiple weak 
interactions satisfy these conflicting pres3ure.s. 

Keywor'tU: Evolution; Adaptive land~.pe: Stability; CompieJ:ity : Structurllism: Evolvability. 

1. Structuralism and Darwinism 

Recent years have seen spirited attacks 
and defenses of 'NeoDarwinism'. The whole 
c::omplex of arguments is too difficult to thar· 
acterize in a few short sentenc::es. But it is 
probably adequate to say that what is being 
brought into question is the adequac::y of the 
modern synthesis. Brian Goodwin (1985) has 
put the matter in a particularly succinc::t way. 
According to Goodwin the NeoDarwinian 
view treats the organism as a historical 
ac::cident. Out of the materials provided by 
genetic variation the molding power of selec
tion can create anything. Goodwin argues . 
instead, that structure is important; only cer
tain forms are possible and selec::tion chooses 
among these (ei. also Sibatani, 19851. The 
question. what are the possible s tructural 
(arms, is equivalent to the question, what 
embryologies are possible? 

In this author's opinion it is unfortunate 
that the term NeoDarwinism has bec::ome 
tagged with the anemia observed by Goodwin 
and with other anemias of some recent domi-

nant trends in evolutionary thinking. There is 
no reason why the Darwinian framework 
should fail to accommodate and even precipi
tate new understandings of morphogenesis 1 
and hierarchical ecosystems biology (e.g. Con
rad. 1983: Salthe. 1985/, The tagging. I 
believe, is due to a misplaced proscription. 
Some se lf·sty led NeoDarwinists have strongly 
rejec::ted terms such as 'evolvability' . As a 
c::onsequenc::e the horse of variatioD aDd selec· 
tion always pulls the cart of structure aDd caD 

never be pushed by it. 
Structure A, for example. could certainly 

have more evolutionary poteDtiality thaD 
Studure B. Or structure A I might perform 
the same (unction as A. yet have greater ev~ 
lutionary adaptability. It would clearly be 
good for the evolutionary process if it could 
selec::t A over B and A' over A. But to some 
orthodox NeoDarwinists this smacks or group 
se lection. And if ODe cannot talk about evolva
bility evolving, why should one be allowed to 
talk about the material structural basis of 
evolution at all? Not that our self-s tyled 
defender of Darwinism would deny a material 
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buis oC evolution. What the viflw seems to be 
i. that this material ba.is is a rombination of 
phy.iu and history, but that no evolutionary 
considerations .. reeel the history apart (rom 
those directly connected with the particular 
constraint. naceuary Cor the life oC the indi
vidual organism. All the work of discovering 
these particular conltraints can be attributed 
to the tremendous aearch power of variation 
and selection. 

My purpose in this paper is to show that 80 

rar as evolvability is concerned the contrary 
structuralist view is just as Darwinian, if not 
twice as Darwinian. The picture is that a very 
special clus ot structures is particularly ame
nable to evolution. and that these are them
selves selected through the Darwinian 
mechanism oC variation and aelection. The 
chief char&eteristic of this special class of 
strueturea is that it mu.t .. tidy at one and 
the lame time two conflicting conditions. The 
fir.t j, that the organism be stable. that it sit 
in a developmental basin of attradion. This is 
more likely as the number of components in 
the organism and the number of interactions 
among them decreases, on the simple grounds 
that the chance of a valley occurring in the 

lil nes! 

oene Irequency 

phue space of a system decreases with its 
dimensionality (May. 19731. The .econd 
condition is that the adapUve peaks corre
'ponding to these blsins of attraction should 
be close enough together to be connected by 
.Ingle genetic changes. But thi. I. more likely 
as the number of componenta and interactions 
increue ••• inee pathway, between peaks in 
the adaptive peak spaee correspond to 
pathway. bet."een valley. In the ba.ln .pace. 
The only ."ay for a .ystem to .atisfy both 
conditions is to have many redundant 
component. with multiple weak Interactions. 
In this aae the developmental system caD 
have many genetirally related homomorphic 
images. The extra components and weak 
interactlons that allow for this spedal situa
tion are COlts to the individual organism; the 
.trueture that t. moat amenable to evolution 
will be functionally Ie.. errective from the 
thermodynamic point of view. Nevertheless 
the amenability-increasing structural features 
inevitably hitrhhike along with the advanta· 
geous traits whose evolution they facilitate. 

2. The cla •• leal adaptive land.cape 

Let u! first recall the e1asaical adaptive 
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landscape of Wright (1932). This is essentially 
an lnignment of a performance (or ritness) 
meuure to gene frequency (Fig. lA). We cftn 
picture one axis for each gene locus and one 
&Xi. for the fitness meuure. To thi!l we can 
add axes tor each environmental variable. and 
we can add an axit' tor time. The titne!! sur· 
face Is a manifold with hyperdimensional 
peakl and valleY!l. and evolution may be 
pictured as a now ot particles (representing 
organisms) on this surface. Because of varia
tion and selection the particles tend to now 
uphill, toward. the top. of the peak •. Or in 
lome in.tance!l they may now along shallow 
va.l1eys between peaks. or along upward ris
ing paues that connect peaks that are sepa
rated by valley., po •• ibly deep valley •• along 
most axe •. 

The particle •• since they represent organ
lIms. can disappear (die) or appear (be born). 
As a coneequence only one or two particles 
need reach a new peak. Similarly if a peak 
moves, due to change in the environment, 
particles will be pushed off peaks. leading to 
particle death and in !lome cases extinction of 
whole populations. Evolutionary change in 
this cue i~ neceuary jU!lt to stay on the nme 
moving peak. 

As indicated above, we are here taking fit· 
ness as a measure of performance. Sometimes 
performance is defined in terms of relative 
contribution to the following generation (d. 
Waddington, 19681. Unfortunately thi. defini · 
tion has internal ditriculties: (or example, the 
relative contribution depends on the size of 
the population. Fitness in the original sense 
used by Da.rwin expressed a relationship 
between the organism and the environment. 
ThMe organisms whose trails actually fit the 
environment. somewhat like a key might fit to 
a lock, are more likely to reproduce. Such fit · 
ness relationships &re in general too complex 
to capture with a IIcalar measure. For the 
present purposes we can simply regard our 
use of a !Julu mea.surp, as a conceptual con· 
struct that is useful for analyzing evolution· 
try processes. 

Fitness, viewed as a relationship between 
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organism and environment, is close to the 
concept of biological (unction. We can view 
any structure in biology in functional terms; 
but we must not forget that the concept of 
function i.! inherently ambiguous. A given 
structure could assume an indefinite number 
of potential functions. The dramatic trans for· 
ms.tions of function that have occurred in bioI· 
ogical evolution are an expression of this fact. 
These structures are not obliged to adhere to 
the functions we initially ascribe to them. As 
a consequence. function is highly milieu 
dependent. It can change radically .. lhe 
environment changes and as different peaks 
are occupied. When this occurs fitness and 
the peak structure of the landscape itself 
chs.nge. As unoccupied peaks become occu, 
pied the environment changes, and the peak 
structure of the space changes. Our ads.ptive 
space is really rather more of a trampoline 
than a stiff surface. and many of the transfor· 
mations that occur in evolution are probably 
better understood in terms of an endoge· 
nously malleable Citoes! manifold than in 
terms of a fixed geometrical surlace built up 
{rom a well founded fitness measure. For the 
purp0ges of the ensuing analysi!l. however. we 
need not emphasize this point. . 

3. The molrcular landscape 

Gene~ are sequences of nucleic acid bases, 
and the structure of our adaptive surface 
should be modified to accommodate this fact 
(Fig. lB. cr. Conrad. 19790. 19831. To do lhis. 
let each potential base position on the genome 
be represented by four axes. corresponding to 
the four possible bases that could occupy this 
position (A. T, C. or C). If A occupiel the po.l · 
tion, thf' A axis is .. signed the value 1. Other · 
wi~e it is assigned the value 0, and 8imilarly 
for the othf"r three axes. One of the four axe' 
will be a.uigned the value I if the potenlial 
position is occupied by a base, all position" 
will be assigned the value 0 if no base occu· 
pies the position. and under no circum"lance 
will two or more of these four axel be 
assigned the value 1. 



.. 
We will say thAt the dimensionality or a 

genotype is equal to the number of non·zero 
axe.. Thus If a genome comprises 10' 
nucleotide bues It. haa dimenaionality 10', We 
ean al.o .uppose that the number of axel is 
.urtiejenUy large to ac:commodate any 
potentlal genome. Or alternatively. we can 
,uppOIe that axe. can alway. be added to 
ac.commodat.e any overalzed genome. Strictly 
.peaklng lome extra &xel might be nec.ellary 
to represent breaks between dHrerent puu 
or the genome (in particular between 
chromosomes). But the addition of such tech
nical eomplications is not necesnry here. 

To the set. of gene axes we add environ· 
ment axes, a time 8xi!t. and a litne!! axis. The 
dimeMionality of the space associated with a 
'ingle organi!'m is equnl to the sum total of 
axes to which values are assigned. As with 
the dimensionality of a single genotype we 
can admit extra gene axe~ whenever needed. 
Many different organisms can then be 
des<:ribtd in the spAce. Thu~ we can pkture 
each of the existing organisms in an 
ecosystem IlS represented by Il point in the 
spact' . Each organism will occupy a subspace 
or the whole ~pace. and these subs paces will 

Since our gene axes are di!'crete (value 
either 1 or 0) the fitness surface is not a con· 
tinuous manirold. There will still be high 
points (on the fitneM axis) corresponding to 
peaks, and low points. corresponding to val· 
leys and gorges. Ir we imagine that a 
hyperdimensional sheet is tossed over our nt· 
ness axis we obtain a continuous landscape of 
peaks and valleys. 

4. The phenotypic .pace 

Auociated with each pO!5ible genotype in 
the Citnen space is a phenotype. or collection 
of organism trait!L These traits are an 
expreuion or the organization or atoms and 
molecule! comprising the organism at any 
given time. The collection of possible 
phenotype! cOMtilute a space which should 
map to the genotype space. In general. any 

one genotype will map to an ensemble of 
phenotype., .ince the genome I. dil"'rently 
exprealed in re.ponse to difCflrent flnviron· 
mflntal hl.toriu. Alia, dlUerent genotype. 
may in lome instance. map into a single phen· 
otype (beuu.e of degeneracy 01 tho genetic 
code). 

Let u. eob.lider more IpeeiIieaU,. how "6 
can con.truct a phenotype space and how the .i. 
.tructure of the phenotype space for the 
tolledlon of possible phenotypes maps into 
the genotype for the coiled ion of possible 
genotypea. The firat step is to choose a set of 
entities in terms of which organisms are to be 
described. These could be atom.!' . such as 
hydrogen, carbon, oxygen, nitrogen. and var· 
ious other elements. Or they can be 
atoms, molee:ules, and macromolecules, Or 
they might be types of biological cells. A~ the 
entities become more complex the number of 
types increues. Ir we work with cells we 
would have to c:lauiry them into general 
types; we would have virtually an indefinite 
number of entities if we chose each distin · 
guishable cellular organizfttion AS an entity. If 
we choose to work with a large numbp.r of 
entity types we will see fewer interactions. 
since many interactions will be buried in the 
entities. If we have fewer entity types. we 
will see more interactions, since we will then 
expose the interactions within previously 
admitted entities. Interactions can either be 
strong or weak. In geneul it is useful to iden· 
tHy collections of elementary enliti.es as a 
complex entity only if there are a substantial 
number of strong interactions among them. 
But how we choose the entities is to a 
considerable extent a maller of conveniencp.. 
determined by how it is most useful to con· 
ceptualize the system for the purposes at 
hand. For now we can leave this choice open, 
tince for the argument to be developed it will 
not in the tirat paIS make any difference if we 
have more entity type! and fewer interaction! 
or fewer interactions and more entity types. 

For definiteneu, though. let us take the 
entities al the atom! and molecule~ of which 
the organism is composed . Consider first a 
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four dimensional .pace (x . y. tt and tl, and 
utign space·time coordinates to each of the 
tntiliea. We un also luign different colors to 
tbe dllferent entities. in which cue we will 
oblAlo a cloud 01 '<olored points', But it is 

•• 
ecosY!ltem. However, we can include in our 
space the same environmental axes we use in 
the genotype space. 

,-, more convenient to convert this cloud to a 
~ tln!l. partide moving in a hype.dimensional 
: 'pace, with each atom or molecule assigned 

Our hyperdimensional point will (orm a 
hyperdimen!Jional trajectory in time. We can 
repicture this trajectory in terms of a phue 
(or state) space. The time axis is eliminated . 
The trajectory represents how the state (hy
perdimensional point) at any instant of timf! is 
mapped into the state at the next instant of 
time, We can further picture the set of possi · 
ble trajectories in state space as a now of 
point!, !tarting from all initial points allowa
ble ror the phenotype , This is the usual global 
picture ot a dynamical system in phase spare 
(Rosen, 1970). The now will in general have 
!omr buins of attraction - equi libria or !lteady 
stales. limit cycles, chaotic attractors (fig . 
2A l. The organism, if it i!l to 'earn the right to 
per~ ist ' must OCCllpy !\uch a basin of attrac· 
tion. If it is perturbed by an en vironmental 
event or by an inte rnal nuctuation. it must 
e ilher return to i\.~ stable point or trajectory, 
or jump to another acceptable basin of aUrae· 
lion. An organism could have multiple steady 

Ita own tflt of position and momentum coordi· 
Datal. Strictly speaking this is not sufficient. 
Each 01 the atoms and molecules also has 
internal characteristics (e.g. its electronic 
Itructure and configuration of nucleil which is 
pertinent to it! dynl\mical development. But 
our apate is merely to be viewed as 8 concep
tual picture. not a! an in principle complf'te 
physical description. We might also nole that 
organisms a.re open !Y!ltem". so in pri nciple 
we dlOUld include pArticle~ that enter and 
leav,. the boundariE's that define the organism 
at any given point in time . But (or all 
practical purposes we can use the (art that 
most of thue are identical particles, so we 
can think in terms of a !'ct of axes smallE'r 
than would be nece!!"ry to describe a whole 

compo ne nt 
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"tale". or bulM of Al.trar.lion, but undor any 
circumstances It mud have dynamics that are 
.table at .ome level 01 de.cription il it i. to 
aurvive. Thi. does not preclude certain types 
of phenotypic instability from making an 
important contribution to titness, in particular 
to adaptability (Conrad, 1983). Transitions 
between multiple steady states or chaotic 
(initial condition sensitive) dynamics are 
examples that mix aspects or instability and 
stability . . The point is that the dynamics of 
the organism must be coherent and therefore 
stable so rar as its overall (unction is con· 
cerned. 

Such stable dynamics can sometimes be 
described in terms of valleY8 of a potential 
surface (Fig. 28). In general, it is not possible 
to construct a bona fide potential surfacej 
neverthelell it remains useful to think in 
term! of a notational potential function. 
Ba8in. of attraction correspond to valleys or 
the potential (unction, and we can think of 
peak climbing on the adaptive !urface as 
equivalent to falling into some valley on the 
potential surface. 

We can finally imagine a grand phenotype 
Bpace with points (or nowsl corre!ponding to 
all the phenotypes that correspond to pos!ible 
genotype! in the fitness space. Each of these 
nOW! can then be coordinated to point! on the 
litne!s !udace (or to more than one point if 
two genotypes code for equivalent phenc>
type.l. Ba.in, 01 attraction in the grand phen. 
otype space correspond to peaks and other 
highlands in the fitnes! space. Deep valleys 
and gorges in the fitness space corre!pond 
to nows in the gt'and phenotype space that 
have no buin of attraction that corresponds 
to the living !!Itate. On ,.ome points along the 
environment axis the basin! of attraction 
might become viable; but thi! would corre· 
spond to the valleys becoming highland at the 
corresponding point on the environment axe! 
in the fitness "pace, We shall call non·viable 
nows unstable since their stable points, if 
any. fall into non·viable basins of attraction. 
The only point! of the now that could have 
acceptable titne!! are unstable. 

Finally we note that the dimen8ionality of 
the genotype spate does not uniquely deter· 
mine the dimen.ionality 01 the phenotype 
.pace. Thi. depend. on the 'rule.' 01 develop· 
ment. A low dimensional genome could in 
prlnelple spedry a higher dimensional pheno
type apace than a higher dimensional genome. 
Thi. depend. in part on the redundancy 01 
the genetic description and in part on the way 
the genetic de!cription is used. 

5. The evolvabllity criterioo 

Some ritneu-supes are better Buited for 
evolution than others. If the terrain con!i!l! 
of isolated peak! that are !eparated by wide. 
deep valley! the chance of making the transi· 
tion rrom one peak to another i! very !mall: 
in ract, the chance 01 any peak becoming pop
ulated is small. If peaks are connected to each 
other by pathway! which allow for continuous 
ucent. making the transitions will be euy. 
Strietiy speaking these connected peaks are 
not peaks at all. They are peaks in most 
dimen!ion!l. but in one or a rew dimen!ions 
there is an upward·running pathway connect· 
ing them. Evolution could also occur if bona 
fide peaks are connected by shallow valleys 
that are not extremely wide. 

To make this condition !omew hat more 
preti!e. let us suppose that a particular !et of 
mutations must occur in order to make the 
transition. If these must occur simultaneou!ly 
in order to avoid falling into an unacceptably 
deep valley, the evolution time !ules &!I 

T", IIAp' 

where A is the population size. p i! the 
mutlltion probability, and n i~ the number of 
mutation!. Ir the mutation! can occur in a 
!erie! of step! the evolution time becomes 

T' < nlA'p 

where A' is the smalle!t !ize reached by any 
population in the !erie!. If p = 10·HI (one 
mutation in 1010 bue pairingsl the pathway 
that requires a double mutation reduces the 
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rate of evolution by a factor of 1010 over the 
rale pos.ible on lhe single slep palhway. 
Clearly evolution is feasible in hi!ltorical time 
only if peaks are connected by stepwise tra v
erublt pathwAY!IJ in at leut one of the dimen· 
lions of fitnellS space. 

The above criterion is not fully precise. We 
have ignored the fact that in a long genome, 
multiple mutation. are likely to occur. apart 
from the de!ired one5. We have to add a fac
tor or ft - p'r- - ~ to the denominator or both 
of the above expressions. where m is the 
number of bases in the genome. We should 
al,o add a [aclor to represent the time 
required to occupy the neighboring peak. 
which might become substantial if the peaks 
have similar fitness values, A precise calcula
tion (Conrad, 1972b, 1978, 19831 show! that 
incorporation of both of these facton <includ
ing a wide variety of assumptiOn! about the 
rate at which populations grow after muta
tion) hardly alters the picture . One step trav
erubility of the landscape i!J still important. 
Ir the pathways between peaks are 80 particu
lar that they must occur through only on. 
sequence 01 mutations, then the genome can
not be too long, say much longer than 10 10 

baSe!. But in general if we are in a region 01 
the landscape with few deep valleys and 
gorges many dirrerent mutations will be 
acceptable. As a consequence it is quite likely 
that the occurrence of two, three, four, or 
more simultaneous mutations will be accept 
able . This does not mean that the landscape is 
so structured that peaks are separated by 
multiple mutational steps_ It means that the 
peak! are so dense that multiple mutational 
event. are acceptable, and in many cases are 
'don't care' events. 

The extreme case or such don 't care events 
are scratch space genes. i.e . non-coding genes . 
These can drift in any direction without any 
eUect on fitne!J!J . But the chance that a 
desired !limultaneous mutAtion will be 
achievf!d in steps in this way is still small 
!lin('~ it is likely that the remainder of thE' 
gene will drift in really undesirable dire('
tions. 

The same considerations apply even if the 
mutations are not point mutalions. Any type 
of genp.tic event might be involved - frame
shilt mutation, dupliCAtion, deletion, cross· 
over, recombination. The hierarchical ~truc
ture of the genome into genes and chromo
somes allows ror single step manipulations 
of blocks or nucleotides that have substantial 
functional independence. The necessary condi
tion for evolutionary change to occur is that 
at least one such genetic event must be 
accept-able on its own. If evolutionary change 
requires two or more to occur simultaneously 
the evolution process will stagnate. 

6. Genetic IDstabllity verau. phenotypic eta
biUty 

Now let U5 consider what is required for 
the genotype to sit on an adaptive peak, or At 
least to hav e an acceptable fitness level. The 
reasonable supposition is that the associated 
flow in phenotype space must be stable. Any 
condition necessary for stability in phenotype 
space should thus be a nece.!Jsary condition for 
acceptable fitness in genotype space. The 
problem i9 that unqualified stability in pheno
type space means isolated peaks in the fitnes$ 
landscape, which conflicts with the evolv· 
ability criterion. 

The sitUAtion is illustrated in Fig. 3. A and 
8 represent basins of attraction in the pheno
type space. These are stAble in the !lense that 
the organism will asymptotically return to 
either the A or B trajectory in respon.!Je to a 
shift in any of the variables, provided the 
!hift i! not too large. Basins A and B would 
corre.!Jpond to valleys or A potentif\1 surf1\Cc. 
The corre~ponding peaks in the adapti ve lAnd · 
scape (the ritness ~pace ) aTe also denoted by 
A and 8. Ir the basins in the phenotype space 
are robustly stable to perturbation the 
corresponding peaks on the adaptive land
!'cape Are likely to be !Ie para ted by wide deep 
valleys . 

Now suppose thftt the dimensionality or the 
adaptive landscape is increased and that the 
dimensionality of the phenotypic space is also 
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ba.inl au Itplutftd. In lh. lowfOr figu.rel (81th •• ddilion of an uln tomponent dt.ubilil.u b •• in S, allowinlf .. tran.illon 
to A. The .ppuranu of the palhw'7 from huin B to A eOfn'pond, to the 'ppfluanee of an upward running 
nlndimenaional byp .... from peak A to p.lk B in the ,d"'ptive land.cape .pau. The two ,plet. do not predtely ~orre· 
lpond tiMe lhe environment nel Ite omitted from lhe adapUve landt~l~t. due to the obvioul impouibility of reprell"nl· 
inll more than three dintensioftl . The genotype uea would reptennt bundlel of nudeotide aUI and the addition of an 
nln renoly~ ui. il uled to indiule the in~reue in dimeniionalily of the ap'~l!. 

increased. This increue might be a direct 
eonsequence of an increase in the size of the 
genome, or it might be a consequence of the 
way in which the genes act. All else equal. 
the chance that A and 8 remain isolated 
buins deereues. The intuition i~ that the 
chance of a valley oceurring in a high 
dimensional space le.g. on a high dimen!ional 
potential surface) i!ll less than in a low dimen· 
sional !IIpace. As a consequence a leak will 
develop in basin B and any organism located 

there will rail toward buin A. Actually. the 
two buins will merge and the organism will 
fall toward the point in A corresponding to 
the lowest potential. Thi! merging of the 
buins will correspond to the appearance of an 
upward running pathWAY between peak A and 
peak B in the adaptive space. We will call this 
upward running pathway an extradimensional 
bypu!. since the peaks remain isolAted 
except in one of the newly added dimensions. 

The addition of the extra dimensional 



by pus makes the organism silting on peak A 
amenable to evolution - it can get to the 
better peak B. But unfortunately it reduce~ 
the fitness of B. aince our assumption i!ll that 
fitneu require. stability in the phenotypic 
.pace. 

Clearly we have arrived at a contradiction. 
A genetic-developmental organization must be 
.tightly unstable to allow for evolution, but 
this i. incompatible with the stability 
required for fitness. The resolution is not too 
difficult . It is only necessary to organize the 
phenotypic dynamics to be unstable to muta
tion and other genetic perturbation. but sta
ble to the physiological clus of perturbations . 

7. Stability venuIII complu.,ity 

Let us look more carefully at how this con
flict relate. to the dimensionality of the 
'pace. or more generally. to the complexity of 
the sY!ltf'm . For a "y.tem to bf' ~tablp. it must 
()(cupy a valley in all dimensions. As .soon u 
this condition fails in ont: of the dimen!lions. 
the !lystem will slide downward. either to 
another valley (usually in a lower dimensional 
space) or to extinction. Whenever an extra 
component is added to the system the dimen· 
sionality of a space increases_ Thus systems 
with more components are less likely to be 
stable . Systems with fewer or weaker intenc· 
tion~ Among the components are also less 
likely to lIit in a valley in all dimensions. 
hence le"s likely to be stable a.s well. 

These relations between stability and com· 
plexity. first recognized by Gardner and 
A,hby 119701, have been analyzed in a 
particularly incisive way by May 0972. 19731. 
The sYltems considered by May are model 
ecosystems of the Lotka·Yolterra type. Let C 
repre5ent the probability that any pair of 
components in the system will interact. , the 
(common) average interaction strength, and Tn 

the number of components. For the pruent 
purpose!'! May 's main result is that in models 
in which the interaction structure is selected 
at random the probability of stability goe.! to 
tero as 

,1m C}LIt > 1 

" 
with the transition to instability with increase 
in, being extremely sharp for large m. 

This result implie!l that the chance of a 
buin occurring in phenotype space decreASes 
&5 the number of componenta in the organism 
increases. as the number of interactions 
among these components increase!. and a.s the 
icteractions become stronger. In gTand pheno
type space the lower dimensional basins are 
more likely to be the stable ones, hence more 
likely to meet a necessary condition for fit
ness. The addition of gratuitous complexity 
would appear quite likely to destabilize an 
orl{anization and therefore to render it com
pletely unfit. The species will either slide to 
extinction or sell-simplify by sliding to a new 
basin with lower dimensionality and fewer 
in teractions . Such seH·simplification, if it 
occurs, would eliminate smooth pathways 
between the regions of the grand phenotype 
spact" corresponding to different phenotypes, 
where ~mooth mean! that one phenotype 
could slide into another in response to a small 
per turbalion. 

Lotka·Yolterra systems are one instance of 
a broad c1a!15 of dynamical models to which 
May 's result!! apply (see. also Hastings. 19821. 
We might also no te that Wigner (961) pre· 
~ented a somewhat similar IUgument for the 
unlikelihood of reproduction in quantum 
mechanical !lystem~. Essentially as the num · 
ber of component! and interaction! become!! 
large it requ ir e!! very !lpecial constrllints to 
maintain slability. May emphuizes that the 
result does not apply to all conceivable 
dynamica l models or to all region! of parame
ter space , Certainly the range ot possible 
phenotypic dynamic!! extends beyond the 
scope of the thporem. But in this can we can 
view the theorem as suggesting what sorts of 
special cOn!ltraints might be at work if a sys · 
tem is in tact both complex and stable. 

8, Stability venue ~volv.bllity 

Let u~ brieny recapitulate the argument. 
In order to move trom onE> fit position on the 
land!lcape to another there must be a '!lmooth' 



connecting path. This mean! a path that can 
be trave.,ed in .Ingle .tep •• though In gen· 
efal the dimensionality or the path is such 
that each step may be accompanied by • 
number or side step. in dltlerent dimenlionl. 
The main point I. that p.ak. hav. to be 
densely packed or connected in at least one 
dimension by .moothly climbable pathways. 
The reasonable intuition is that as the num
ber of dimensions increases. the chance that 
there will be a connecting pathway also 
increases. To formalize this intuition we &Jso
elate the g.notype .pa .. with a phenotype 
• pace. Thi. Introduce. dynamics. and we 
know from May's analysis that increase in 
dimensionality and interconnectedness 01 the 
phenotype doe. in lact Incre ... the likelihood 
that it will be de.tabilized by perturbationo 01 
the genotype. Such inltability is a permissive 
(necesury. not sulfitient) condition lor evolu
tion. but a prohibitive condition lor fitness . 
The likelihood that peak. will be conn.cted in 
such a way that evolution can Otc:ur thu. 
increases with the number 01 components and 
interaction. in the phenotypic dynamic.; but 
the likelihood that peak. will occur at all 
decreases. 

It might be counterargued .... observed 
earlier, that the dynamicI in phenotypic space 
need only be organized so that they are 
• Iightly un,table "Iativ. to g.netic change 
lor p.rturbation) but .table relative to phy· 
siological perturbations. The problem is that 
one and the same phenotype mu!t satidy 
both pressure!!!. The former drive! it to com· 
plexity while the latler drive!! it to simplicity. 
But one and the !Arne sY!lltem cannot he both 
complex and !imple. 

9. Three priDciplee of orgaDizatioD 

Lel us now con!ider what special dynami. 
cal reature!! enahle organi!'m!ll to !lllisfy these 
connir.ting drives. Three features are pertj· 
nent. 

9.1. Compartmentalization 

Thi! in general increases the chance of sta· 

biHty IMay. 1973). lI.re .ompartmenh .r. 
d.lined .. block! 01 compon.nu that int.r"t 
moatly among them.elvea In term. 01 number 
or Itr.nrth of int.ractlono. The ell •• t I. to 
reduce the ramllieatiott or perturbation (ConA ~ 
rad. 19831. Thi. allow. lor lome chanDeUDg of :~ 
the .flect 01 mutation and oth.r genetic 'l • ehange on apecitic aapeeta of phenotypic ~ 
dynamici. It allo lervea to block orr the 1 
.lIec\o 01 phy.iological di.turbance. A. a con· 
lequence it increue! phy.iologieal ltability 
and at the !ame time keep! the eflect 01 
genetic inltability within bound •. 

9.2. Compo ..... t redundancy 

This means the pre,enee of component, 
that are •••• ntlally lunctionally equival.nt. II 
lome of the eomponents are removed the IYS' 

tern AI a whole will neverthele!! not be 
noticeably altered. Redundancy it a form of 
compartmentalization sinee similar eomp~ 

neDts are grouped by virtue of their interac· 
tions with other groups of components, 
pos.ibly aimUar within the groupo as w.11. 
Th. dlll.r.nc. is that In thi. c ... It i. not the 
interutions among the components in the 
gTOUp lor block) which ar. the main point; and 
in ract luch interactiona may be Ie .. impor
tant than "Ith compon.nta in a lecond group . 
A. with compartm.ntalization proper. how· 
ever. the .llect i. to prev.nt the ramification 
01 perturbation from one block to another. A. 
A conaequence redundancy increase! !tability 
in a way which i! absolutely contrary to the 
Gardner·Ashby·May theorem. The probability 
of stability increase! I!I the number or compo· 
nent! and interconnections increases . The 
reason i!l that the interconnectioh! are nol 
random IMay, 1973; .ee al.o Conrad. 1972a. 
19831. 

Redundancy serve! to buffer the effect of 
mUlation and other genetic perturbalion on 
phenotypic dynamics. The effect of a genetic 
perturbation un be diatributed over a larger 
number 01 elements. hence expressed u a 
more gradual and graceful alteration of phen· 
olypic leature! critical for function. 
Compartmentalization in the !trict !enJe also 



atrn!J this function. Sueh gradualism meaM 
thaI adaptive peaks that are metri<ally clos. 
lD the fitnell ItpAee correspond to basina of 
atuletlon that are metr'cally close in the 
pheDotyplc .pac •• and that a high density 01 
potko eorreopoDdo to a high density 01 basins. 

r.- Tbe reuon ia that aimiJar strudures and -~' . d,Damical behaviora are likely to have similar 
lithe ... therefore to dford more traveraible 
pathwaya in the fitnen apace. Radical 
ehanges in the phenotypie dynamic! in 
reaponse to genetic evenb with a sigoincant 
likelihood of occurrence could conceivably 
lead to o<:cupation of new peaks or major 
increues in fitness; but in generaJ major 
changes in a complex system are completely 
non-viable. 

Redundancy and the associated multiple 
.teady states in phenotypic space afford sta
bility to tho physiologi<al class 01 
pert.urbation. as well as burrering the genetic 
class. So it is precisely the type of organiz.a
tion needed to reconcile evolvabilty with fit· 
bell. 

9.J. Multiple weak interoctio1U 

Multiple weak interactions are a form of 
redundancy. If one connection is broken the 
operation 01 the oyotem is still support.d by 
other connections. The advantage of weak 
interaction. is that they allow lor gradual 
transformation of funelion. H one or a few of 
the weak interactions is broken off. the rela · 
tion"hip between two part!'! can be Altered 
gradually . If the interactions are all strong 
the breaking either leads to a major {'hange in 
the relationship or. if the interactions Are 
redundant in the Jtrictel't sen~e. leave it 
exaetly the ume. Redundancy thus plays a 
key role in mutation burrering. 

From the st.andpoint. of May's theorem 
weak int.eractions provide the best way oC 
compromising genetic instability and pheno
typic stability. When m and C become large 
in the expression RfmC)l1t the only way to 
maint.ain a good chance or stability in a ran· 
domly construeted organization is to make, 
amall. Ir the component redundancy is organ · 
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ized in ~uch a way that stability inueases 
with the number of components. this is nol 
neceasarily true. But it is still true that small 
• is necessary for gradual transrormat.ion of 
function. From the standpoint of buffering the 
errect of mutation on the phenotypes it is best 
for C and m to be large and lor, to be small. 

Many other lactou bear on biological 
organization. We mention two that art" closely 
connected to the principles mentioned above. 

The first is that evolutionary flexibility 
should be a maximum when the number of 
possible variations on the organism is 
greatest (Conrad and H"ting" 1985). The 
variations must either be due to alterations in 
the initial stAte oC the system or alterations in 
its interaction structure {the connections or 
its componentsJ. According to the binomial 
theorem t.he number of possible variat.ions on 
the interaction structure of m. components. N. 
is great.est when one half of the connections 
are turned on (N = m 212 and on the Average 
C = 112). Substituting into ,fmC)!1t yields 
,(mI2P". Since m should be large if N is t.o be 
large. this again suggests the greal impor
tance or small $. Biological organizations that 
are well suited for evolution should have 
multiple weak interactions. tending to firty 
percent interactivity. If the chance of stability 
is to be high the strength of the inleractions 
should be small. 11 many 01 the components 
and interactions contribute to a stabilizing ' 
redundancy structure. the interaction 
strength should still be small since this is 
most errecli\le from the standpoint of 
buffering. 

Thf'! second futM ha~ to do with (unction,,! 
efficiency. If wt" ~imu!ate a physical ~ystem 
we have to consider eve-ry interaction that 
significantly contrihutes to its hehnviof . 
According to current force Jaws this could 
mean up to mt interA<'tion, in a system com 
prisinK m parlides. The beha\lior mayor may 
not have significance from the point of 
view or performing a function . In the CIlSt' of 
an organism. this mp.ans it mayor may not 
have .f;ignificance from the point of view 
of contributing to its survival and reproduc 
tion. Suppose that the number of interactions 



that actually contribute to the performance of 
the function i. A. We can then define 
erneieney .. Aim'. A. A - m' tho eomputa· 
tlonal difficulty of .Imulatlng the function 
wit.h • tony.ntiona) computer tnereuel. 

Ellleien.y I. equil to 1 whon A - m'. Thl. 
i. the bo.t elli.i.ney po .. iblo. If we want high 
evolutionary nexibility A Ihould equal m'l2. 
giving an efliciency of 1/2. From the 
standpoint of achieving high efficiency and 
high evolutionary flexibility it is best for an 
organism to op~rate on the principle of multi· 
pie weak interactions. 

10. NOD-programmability and bomomorph1em 

Multiple weak interaction~ have a funda
mental implication lor developmental biology. 
We (:an picture the processes of dev~lopment 
u described by some !lort of mathematical 
map. The initial state of the organism and its 
environment is mapped into the final state of 
the organism and environment. Naturally we 
fotu! our attention on the organism, and treat 
the environment as a .set or externally driven 
parameters. and a.s an energy !ource Ilnd heat 
hath. The term 'developmentAl progTam' i.s 
~omp.time~ uliled to rerer to this map. A com· 
puter program is a map. But for development. 
the uuge is somewhat metaphorical, since 
programs in the strict .ense are a highly 
r.stri.ted type of map. They can be thought 
of as rules (or tables) that specify the next 
~Late of a lIystem given ih present state and 
input. The !ymbols are distinct and finite in 
number. and the transformations (rom state 
to state occur on a discrete time sule. The 
sequence of transformation! may be called the 
execution !IIequence. and so rar All is known 
Any physically realizable map un be simu· 
lated (in the sense of computing the inputl 
output behavior) by writing the appropriate 
tables. This commonly held tenet of todAy'll 
computer IIcience is sometime! <!ailed the 
strong rorm of the Turing-Church thesis. For 
the prellent purpo!lles. however. the truth or 
f.lsity of this thesis makes no ditrerence. We 

have ralaed the poiDt only to uDderline lhe 
metaphorical .tatu. of the ·dovolopme.tal 
program' concept. 

The uUent reature of machine. that run 
computer program. I. that thoy art pro
grammable. Thl. I. poa.lblt beeau.. eaeh 
component In a dlrital computer II built up 
from eompononta wholo function II defini· 
tively Ipoeified by a manag.ably Imall us .. ·s 
manual. As a consequence we can always map 
a computer program. ex.preued u a table. 
into the physical atructure of a machine. that 
is. into the states of its components and their 
connectivity. We can of course always extend 
the table. by adding a new state. without in 
any way altering the previously spedried 
transformation. In the cAlle 01 the actual 
machine this mftans that we ean alwaYII add 
components and eonnections without in any 
way altering the user's manual specification 
or the components already in place. For this 
to be possible the number of interadions that 
affect the behavior of a eomponent cannot 
increase as the size of the system increases. 
The engineer must organize matters !O that 
the maximum number of interactions in which 
a component can participate seales as a eon· 
stant. independt.nt of the ,ize or the system. 
Systems that have thi. property will b. called 
.lruclunlUy programmabk. All digital com· 
puters are programmable in the structural 
.eMe; they may also be programmable at the 
interpretive level if they are initially wired 
up to realize a program that can read and fol· 
low any other program. 

Now re.all that for best efficiency and 
evolvability about half the interactiona should 
be turned on in an organilm IN -= m'l21. Thus 
the optimum number of interactions per eom· 
ponent is Nlm : mf2. The number or interet· 
tion5 that define the behavior of a eomponent 
increases &5 the number of component. 
in the organism incroues. Thus, an organism 
cannot be structurally programmable. 

What this means; first of all. Is that even if 
we use the metaphorical idea of a develop
mental program. we must be very careful not 



to carry along with this the computer seienee 
concept of programmability. Digital tomput· 
erl execute programs, and they are pro
grammable. We Cln think o( an organism's 
dev.lopment being generated by a metaphori ' 
eaI program: but the organism is not prj)
rrammable, and Ita program 01 development 
11 not written into the states of its eompo· 
Dents and their pattern or connedion accord· 
ing to a manageably small user's manual. If it 
could be so written. f!ach component would 
have a funetional specification that i5 indepen· 
dent of the number of components in the 
organism. But in the regime of multiple wf"Ak 
interactions this is nol the case. tJltimatply 
the- only user's manual would be the equations 
of physics, and these in eHect have- an infinite 
number or entries (sincE' they involve continuo 
ous dynAmicsl. 

What about the DNA bue sequenC"e'/ Thi.!l 
aillo cannot be a computer program in any 
way r('mini.!lcent of a digitAl computer pro· 
gram. Even if we adhere to the metaphor of a 
developmental program we cannot identify 
this with the genetic description of the 
organism. The genes Are h('tler viewed M 

knobs which are used to alter the develop· 
mental program. This involve!!! continuous 
dynamical processes emb~dd~d in a sequence 
of bifurcations from one developmental !ttage 
to another. Some oC the genotypic knobs 
control dynamic parameten in each stage 
(e ,g. rate constants of various biocheomical and 
t:ellular processes), and othe" control the 
IIpace·time order of the bifurcations (the bifur· 
cation parameters\. Environmental (actors 
also exert an influence, either on the expres· 
lion of the genes or on their action. 

Why is thil good for evolution? Computer 
progT"ms are notoriously (ragile. A single 
change in the code is rarely acceptable. 
Changes in paramete" of thp. program might 
be acreptahle. But blind chang,.s in the syn· 
'-&x affect the structure of the execution 
aequence And are hardly ever &('ceptable. As a 

. tonsequence the Idaptive surface of 1\ com· 

.. put,r program is extremely ruggf'd. with 

peaks separated by deep. wide gorges. 
Evolution o( computer programs by variation 
and seleetion Is unworkable, The same would 
be true o( biological evolution if DN A were 
like a digital <omputer program. Most 
changes would alter the structure or the exe
cution sequence and would lead to teratologic 
behavior. But in ract changes in DNA are 
much more like changes in the parameters o( 
a dynamic process. Some of the changes 
modify the structure of the developmental 
execution sequt>nce. that is, o( th~ ~pace · tjme 
pattern of turning genes on and off. and o( 
turning various biochp.mical and biom~chani · 
cal proceues on and off. But the vast major· 
ity of the changes leave the overall order of 
devt>lopment essentially the same and modify 
tht> emeq,ing form by topologically dj~tort.ing 
the dynamics . As a consequence mutation 
buCfering i!t possible . If the distortabilit.y of 
th~ dynamics i" not suf(iciently gradual it is 
always possible to add redundancies that 
increa~e the gradul\li~m . Th~ adAptive land· 
scape becomes increasingly we ll suited for 
evolution . 

The whole rroc('~ .~ r.an b(' vie-wed in terms 
01 homomorphic reali7.8tions of the develop· 
mont,1 map IConr.d, 19701. The develop· 
mental proRTam of I'l mouse and lin ele· 
phant may be essentially similar; but by modi· 
fying ~ome ~tructural and regulatory genes 
we may obtain a different realization of this 
program . The two realiutions are homo· 
morphic in the ~I\me sense that two houses 
built with diCferent siud bricks rrom the 
same blueprint are homomorphic. The two 
systems may be 'coded ' into one another by 
'relabeling' them with different components . 

The proce!.!I can al~o be viewed in terms of 
structural stabilit.y . A structurally stable sys· 
tern is one whose qualitative reature~ are 
invariant to pf'rturbalion (Thorn, J9701. This is 
precisely what gt>netic buffering achieve". 
Different r('gimes that Are equivalent up to 
IItructural stability are in fact topologically 
homomorphir. (~trictly speaking diHeo· 
morphicl . 
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This is not to say that all evolution ean be 
reduced to gradual chang. In liven form., or 
strudures. We can pre.ume Ihal a number of 
baaie forma are pOllible. correspondin« to the 
bulc morphological plan. In livlnr .y.lems. 
The evolution of these bl.llic (orms may hive 
involved syntactic changes - buic ehang., 
in the space· time order of the developmental 
program. But once these basic structures 
appeared, lhe radiative epoch of evolution 
began . The main process here is the genera
tion of homomorphic Images of the basie 
forms. These homomorphic realizations are 
suited to different environmental conditions. 
and hence occupy dillerenl high poinl. on the 
adaptive landscape. For the complex life 
plans. such as the vertebrates. lh. tranlCor. 
mation 01 r.all1.ations probably proceed. In 
amall increments: In simpler form • • lueh at 
the plants, larger increments may occur in a 
single "tep and at the lime time have a good 
chance of being viable. 

We ~an finally note that this di.tlnctlon 
between significant and gradual ~hange may 
b. related to Gel'land and T.etlin·, (1962) 
idea of a well-organized function , Strueture. 
described by such a function admit manipula
tion throu~h two gTOUp.!l or parameters, tho.!lt 
that led to a signilicant change In per. 
formance evaluation and those that led 1.0 
r.lalively small chanRes. The Idea was devel· 
oped in the conlext 01 conlrol problems. in 
particular animal locomotion, but it is evident 
that if 'evaluat ion' i~ replaced by ' (jtn~SI' and 
'small change' i~ auociated with gradualism, 
the type or structures that would have good 
controllability would Also have good evolvabil · 
ity . The origin or bA~i c rorms, or phyla, would 
involve changes in the gross ('ontrol parame· 
ters: . While the adaptive radiation or these 
rorms would involve the gene ration or alterna· 
t ive realizations (or homomorphic images) via 
the fin ~ control parame te rs . 

11. GeDdie buUeriDg roec.bani.m. 

Elsewhere the author has described how 

orcanlzatlonal .tructure •• ullablo tor ollectlve 
evolution manlfe.1 thom.olve. al dllloreni 
lovol. of blolorleal orpnlutlon (Conrad. 
1183). Here "0 ,hall brien, rovl ... example. 
01 ,enetlc butlerln, mochanllm. at tho level 
01 .tructural geneo, at the 1 ... 1 ot ,onotic 
rorulalor, mechanllm.. and al tho lovol 01 
polygenic: organization. 

11.1. St .... c1u",1 g.n .. 

The.e are Ihe genes Ihat code lor .truc· 
tural and enzymatic proteins. The .ituation il 
.chematlcally illu.lratod in Fig. 4. The 
aequence of bale. in DNA i, Iran.lated to a 
.equenco of amino acid •. Thi. In turn fold. on 
the ba.l. ot .. eak Interaction. among many 01 
Ihe amino acidl. Prominent example. include 
van dar Wa.r. inter.diona, hydrogen bond., 
coordination bondl. hydrophobic Interaction •• 
and dl.ulphlde bond.. Some leature. ot the 
three-dimenllonal .hape are particularly 
important for function - recognition lites, 
binding lit •• , control lites. Other feature. of 
Ihe Ihape are quite unimportant from the 
lundional point 01 vi .... The ellence 01 bufl· 
erlng i. 10 .b.orb pari 01 the ellect 01 mula· 
tion and other genetic variation in these non· 
critical region. and thereby to expre .. them 
In term. 01 more "aded changes in the 
critical region • . Graded here mean. Ihat Ihe 
amount 01 change In any step is in many .. sel 
small. Thi. doe. not mean lhal big change. do 
not occur and that such change. may not in 
lome instances be significant. But if a system 
is to be tuned to perform a function it it 
advantageous H the tuning can proeeed in 
small steps. Furthermore . since shape (ea· 
tures are not sular propertiea, gT.duali~m 
allows for exploring a large variety of 
neighboring pOllibilities. 

The following mechanisms burter the etreet 
of gene changes on the three-dimensional 
shape and runction of protein. (Conrad, 1979b. 
1983). 

11) Redund4ncy of weak bonding. Mort 
weak bonds are like more spring. in a ma" 

'. 
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"rid" _hlle lh. duhed 'pri" ... rep'eunl wuk bond, rupo",ible fur prolf-in fnlctinl( . Ift(rn.inl[ th .. number (If aminl) 
aticll and th. number of ... k inter.ttionl i •• omewhat 1iI~1P m.kinll: ... pring m.tlru~ with mort Iprinll'R : Il ,f!tV". to 
'''h the afletl. 01 mutation t,.prutnted by .... iuh Irom a .mall to • l.q~f' bam on lulur.' or th. IIh.roe eriCiul for 
h.niGh (rapffl'f'nt.d by th" di,tantt betw •• n ttlangl •• at Lh •• ('li ... " lIit"}. Thf' inc' ... '. in th .. numhf'f 01 amino .dd. tor 
Npoond, \0 an incru .. in lhe dimen.ionality of Ih. adaptive I.nd~rapt t ••• riil: . ~I . anrl \hf' buUf't in,a: "Hf'rt 01 lhi. 
*nUt torrf'.pond. to .. tra¥erubll! II'JItn dimen.iclnal bypa .. rrom onr- fit rorm tlJ" rorm of hiRhf'f rilnr-III (adaplf'11 from 

. c;.,.d. lI~19b. 1083>' 



tre ... The f.ature. 01 the mattre .. cruela) for 
eomfort are altered lesl In re.pon.e to one 
.pring breakine al the number of .pring' 
iner ••• e •. 

(2) R.dundant amino a.cwu. The incorpora
tion of extra amino acids ailowl for greater 
redundancy or weak bonding and i. in general 
equivalent to the addition 01 more capaeity 
lor ab.orbing the errects 01 mutation. Redun· 
dancies that preserve the sequence of .teps in 
folding are parti~ularly important. 

(a) Rt.dundancy 0/ amino acid type.. This 
means the U!ie or amino atlds with eto!"e .true· 
tura! analog •. If mutation to a clo.e .tructural 
analog is pOllible gradual variation of the 
protein .!Ihape i! certainly pos~ible A! well. 
Hydrophobidty is one importa.nt factor in 
determining the replaceability of amino acids 
(Voikenslein. 19791. 

(41 Specific organizatiu1Ul1 /ormatA. Some 
rroteins hlLve spedal organizational reature~ 
that amplHy the number of po!~ible varia· 
tiOM on !tructure. The st.ructure of the 
immunoglobin moleeule (with its highly modi· 
fiable claws) is an example, 

The protein could aillo have organizational 
feature. that amplify the re.ponse to muta· 
tion. Burtering mechanisms can be thought of 
u analogou! to a fine control on a microscope. 
A eoarse control makes it possible to find & 

general region o( operation quiekly. but a fine 
control is necessary ror thoroughly exploring 
the region. It is possible to construct regions 
o( an amino acid sequence (using proline (or 
example) that provide a eoane control capa· 
bility. and other region~ that use redundancy 
to provide & fine control capability. A combi· 
nation of coarse and fine control is optimal 
Cram the !tandpoint o( evolvability. 

11.2. DNA .tructure and genetic regulation 

The pertinent fact here i. that DN A i. not 
an ideal double helix {Sasisekharan and Patt .. · 
biraman. 1978). Handedneu .nd eonformation 
within a given handedneu is influenced by 

bue sequence and II mDJeu dependent. A 
plaulible allumptlon il that the yariability of 
DNA <onlormation heip. lacilitate the action 
of transcription and translation enzyme., and 
that it piay. an Important roie in the reguia· 
tion or gene e.pre .. lon. 

Two type. 01 burrering are pollible (Con· 
rad. 1985; Conrad et ai .. 19861. The lirst i. 
readout burrering. In this eu. redundant 
DNA i.oiat •• the eonlormation 01 coding 
regions from conformational atraln. in regula· 
tory regions. Introns and some other redun
dant DNA may serve II readout buffer •. The 
second ia evolutionary burtering. Here redun· 
dant DNA can enhance the 'tunability' oC eon· 
Cormation·dependent regulation or gene ex· 
prestion. By absorbing conformational strain 
the number of conformational gradations that 
can be .chi .... ed increasel. Repetitive DNA 
may ser ... e al an evolutionary buffer. Readout 
buffers would also .!Ierve as evolutionary buff· 
ers. 

DNA buHering, since it is bued on redun· 
dancies in the base sequence. entail~ an 
increase in thp. dimen~ionality of the adaptive 
landnape. With such buffering. lIequence· 
dependent changes in DNA conrormation 8fe 
capable of playing as important a role in the 
diversification or metazoan organiutions as 
amino acid sequence changes played in the 
diversification of proteins and microorgan
isms. 

11.3. Multigenic organization 

Many mechanisms contribute here Isee 
Conrad. 19831. One prominent example is poly· 
genic inheritance. Genes control lhe rates or 
reactions by determining the properties 01 
enzymes, and one mode of evolution involve, 
tranlformation oC enzyme propertie!. A .!IeC· 
ond mode involvel changes In the coneentra· 
tion or enzymes. This could be achieved 
through regulatory mechanisms or through 
altering the number oC genes that code (or 
that enzyme. 



The hierarchical orgftnization of the 
pnome Int.o gene •• bloeks of eo-aelang ,ene •. 
and ehromo!tomes allow. (or higher level 
,en.tle operations. such as cross-over and 
recomblnaUon. The enormous context depen· 
dence in computer programs makes eross-ovet 
inleuibl. as I me.~hlni.m 01 evolution. In 
reneraJ it is not pOJlible to evolve two seg· 
menta or code independently and then com· 
bine t.hem. The exception i. in production 
.ystems. or rule-bued programming. The 
rule. (but not tholt or the inference engine' 
ean b. added and deleted I.parately. To .ome 
extent geneti~ organization has thi!!! independ
ence property. Many genes may aHect one 
lrait, and one trait may aHeet many gf'ne~. 

But to the extent that genes act in parallfd 
rather thAn independently they can often 
evolve independently and then be comhined 
to yield ~pf'cHic u!'leful eharacteristics. This 
lype of org-aniution, involving componcnt~ 
with a high degree of mutual independen(':c, 
may not be as eHicienl (rom the energetic 
point of view as a highly integrated system, 
but it is more suitable to seH-organizalion 
through the Darwinian mechanism . 

Other evolution facilitating rcdundancie~ 

that could be ciled are in th('o hormonal sys· 
tern and in the immune system . The 
occurrenc~ or fint and s("cond rneS!Jt.ngf'r!l; i.!ii a 
redundanry mechanism that allows for rela · 
tively indepf!ndent evolution of multicellular 
controls and intracellular responses. Special 
compartmental organizations also allow ror a 
high degree of evolutionary and developmen · 
tal nexibility. Add on growth mechanisms are 
particularly important here, such as the open 
growth system of plants and segmented 
organization in animals. In complex organ· 
ism!, such as vertebrates , segmented 
organization i!' combined with allometric con · 
tro!. The multigenic organization i~ ~uch that 
• variety of trails are innuenced in a coherent 
"ly, probably through the respoMP to hor · 
monal control!' . The organiution appears to 
involve a combination whost! action has 
enough indepl!:ndence to allow for f'((f'ctive 
tyolutionary !'f'arch, but whose integrated 
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effecU are eoht.rent enough to produce a wide 
variety of homomorphic: images. The enen('e 
of the organization is redundancy-bufCered 
instability to genetic perturbations and red un
dancy-enhanced stabilit.y to phenotypic per· 
t.urbations (in part.icular, structural stability 
01 development). 

12. Evolution. of evolvability 

Let us now recall why the concept or evolv · 
ability is controversial. Some evolutionists 
argue lhat n"tural seleetion can act only on 
propertiel'l that are advantageous to the 
individual (e.g . Williams , 19861. Evolvability i!' 
advantageous to the specit!J. 00 not. there· 
fore, let the concppt of evolvahility mix into 
biological thinking. 

This dictum i.!l wrong on two counts. Tht! 
lir!Jt i .• that somt' mutation buHering redun · 
dancif!~ Art" in {I\N ad vantl\gcous to the 
individual organism . Some of thp redundan · 
cies that confer ~lnbil i ty on the phenotypic 
dynamics also servl' to huffer the err('ct of 
genetil; ('hangf'. Hcaduul burrering r('dundan· 
cie~ in DNA are 8 direct HdvlI..nt.Il,ltf' to thr. 
organi.o;m and provid(" pvolutionllry 'burrHing 
at the SHme timf' . Thp immune .o;yst~m pro· 
vide~ I\n f>xamplc of Il diHNcnl kind . This i.o; 
to somp t:xtent nn internali7.ed evolutionary 
system (Jerne, 1955) And as a conscquencl" 
bufrering mcchanisnI.!ii that facilitate the onto· 
genetic evolution of immunoglobin molecules 
are an advantage to the individual organism. 

The second count is that mutation burrer · 
ing and other evolution facilitating mt:cha· 
nisms can accumulate even if they Ilre a tax 
(rom the standpoint of the individual organ· 
ism. Mutation buffering redundancies can 
always be added or delt>led in a gradual way. 
and as a consequence every populat.ion will 
exhibit some variation in this respect. Evolu · 
tionary advances arp more likely to emanale 
from this portion of the population . When 
they occur, t.he evolution facilitating redun· 
dancies will hitchhike along with the Advanta· 
geous traits who~e appearance thcy facilitate . 

Hitchhiking has b(~ f'n proposed as a process 



innuencing the evolution o( mutation rates 
(Strobeck et al.. 19761. The notion or parasitic 
ON A .1.0 .ub.ume. a hitchhiking erlect. 
except that there is no c:auutive r.laUon 
between the paruitic: and advantageoul ('om
ponent or th. DNA. According to the mut.· 
tion butrering c:onc:ept, however, lo-<:alJed 
para~itic: DNA may in many cases be (acilitat
ing in this respec:t. [f it could evolve in the 
absenc:e of suc:h (ac:ilitation it c:ould c:ertainly 
evolve. and in an aeeelerated way, in its pres· 
enc:e. 

The point may be iIIu.trated with a .imple 
model. Recall our rormula ror the evolution 
time. T" IIAp". Suppo.e that a population i. 
i.olated atop an adaptive peak and that to 
move to lome other adaptive peak two simul
taneous mutaLloM are neeessary. It might be 
that it is Isolated (rom all other peaks by a 
two mutation gap; or that it il isolated (rom 
some peaks in this way but not (rom others. 
There Are two possibilities (or jumping the 
gap. The [jut is to wait for a double muta
Uon. The waiting time will be 

T" IIAp' 

The sec:ond is to proceed through m evolution 
enhandng mutations and then to make v fit
ness enhanc:ing mutations to the new peak (or 
rather to the corresponding peak in the 
higher dimensional "pue). The waiting time is 
now 

T' < tv + mllA'p 

where we recall that A I is the smallest size 
reached by any population in the series. The 
relative !'!Ilowdown due to thf' requirement for 
double mULation is at best 

T A ' 
-- =: -------

T' tv + mlAp 

Even i£ v and m are large and A I 9mall as 
compared to A this ratio will be dominated by 
p. The hitchhiking mode of eyolution, which 

Involve. (orging an extradlmenJional pathway 
between the two peak., I. approximately 10" 
fllt.r than I. the double mutation mode (a.· 
lumln, a mutation probability or I' • 10'''1. 

Our coneept or hltehhlklng and burrerlng 
e.n alao be extended to the ecoa1atem level of 
organization (Conrad, 19661. The term 
perturbation buffering i. more appropriate 
here. Ecological .yatem. pat! through a 
series of developmental (or luceeuionaU 
stages. Each stage corresponds to a basin o( 
attraction, but in general with some If!ak in it 
that causes the system to move to the next 
stage. The final, or climax stage. is the most 
.table. Suppo.e that the community reaches 
basin K. Basin K' is deeper. But there is no 
easily traveraable pathway leading (rom K to 
K'. Many c:hang •• in the structure of the 
eommunity- would havtl to take place limulta
neously. The syatern wHl either stay in K or 
run orr to a third ba.ln that i. no more atable 
than K. In general the community will be 
broken up into many sUbeommunities, and 
.ome of the.e will have more redundancy 
than others in terma of numbers o( 'peeie. 
and In terms of energy and eommunieation 
c:hannels among these specie.. These 
redundancies increase the chance that there 
will be an extra dimensional pathway from K 
to K'. The redundancy rich subcommunity 
wUl then flow into KI and will eventually dis· 
place the subcommunities remaining in K. In 
this way the succession fac:ilitating redundan
cie. will hitchhike along with the movement 
to the next stage of succession that they 
fac:i1itate. As a consequence ecological com
munities will in many uses develop in the 
direction o( a large number or somewhat 
functionally redundant species. with many 
weak energetic and informational interactiOn! 
among these species (Conrad. 1983). 

13. The principle or .. Ir"",mpli<ation 

Our arguments about the evolution of 
evolvability. at genetic. organismic and ec&
logical levels o( organization. can be summed 
up in a princtp~ 0/ ull-complication. At the 



level of the gene and organi~m the principle 
may b. olaled Ihus: Ihe complexity of biologi· 
nl organizalion incr..... beeau •• (burrered) 
dynamic instabUit1 in response to genetic var· 
iatlon. I. advantageau. 10 evolulionary .elf· 
or,anl .. llon. AI the ecologie.l level. burrered 
inltabillt, to perturbations emanating either 
from the environment or from other organ
isma in the community are advantages Crom 
the atandpoint of successional stabilit.ation. 

The principle of ulf-tomplication contrasts 
with what hal been termed the principle of 
ul/·,impli/icatioll. Some authors (e.g. Levins. 
1970; May. 1973) have argued that complex 
systems. because they are unstable. will self· 
limplify. This is a reuonable assumption. 
ucept for tho!le special CAns in which the 
atrueture of complexity confers extra stabil
ity. Our analysis luggests that complication in 
terma of redundant componentl and weak 
interactions will in general Cacilitate the 
achievement of .tability and that biological 
organization is a consequence of self.compli· 
eating as well .. self·simplifying proce5ns. 

Aelually our whole discussion has used a 
rather naive definition of complexity. Many 
other definitions exist. According to the 
algorithmic definition of Chaiten and Kolmo
goroft. the complexity of a pattern can be 
repre.onled by the length of Ihe .horlest 
computer program that ean generate the pat· 
lern (.e. Chailen. 19771. A truly random Inot 
pseudorandom) pattern is thus the most com· 
plex. Redundancy means that some of the 
features of the pattern are related to each 
other by a rule. Thu~ our principle of !lell· 
complication has a self-simplifying aspect 
when looked at from the point of viE"W of the 
Chaiten·KolmogoroU definition . The Chaitf'n
Kolmogorort complexity of an f!volutionary 
system would increase less in the course of 
tvolution than would the complexity a~ meas · 
ured by the number of compon~nts and inter
lctions. Evolutionary systems would mO\l(" 
toward some situation intermediate betwE."E"n 
order and randomness. From the point of 
yitw or constructing scientific theories this is 
of cour!e the most complex {difficult! re~ion. 
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Pure undomness. no matter how complex 
(rom the standpoint of Chaiten·Kolmogorofr. 
lend. it.elf 10 probabili'lic models; while 
hi~hly ordered situations lend themselves to 
group theory. The organiutions that are be~t 
suited to evolution are precisely those that 
are most ill suited to the clusical standards 
of scientific description. 

l4. The adaptive laodscape reconsidered 

Why does evolution work? The reason is 
Tlot to be found solely in the magic optimizing 
power of variation and selection. It is as much 
due to the organintionaJ structure that 
undergoes the variation. Evolution works 
because this organization is amenable to evo
lution. and becau!e this amenability itselr 
increases in the course or evolution. 

In terms of the adaptive landscape the pic· 
ture is that Darwinian systems move to 
regions of the fitness surface that are 
increasingly well suited to hill climbing 
through the mechanisms of variation and 
selection. This in general means moving to 
high dimensional regions. The chllnce or 
extradimensional pathways increases as the 
redundancy of components and weak interac' 
tions increases. 

Why should there be a peAk structure at 
all? We can imagine some basic structures -
the ontogenetic plans corresponding La the 
diUerent phyla. for example. All the different 
(orm! that appear in the course or evolution 
could well be homomorphic realizations of 
these basic form!. From thf" purely devt'Jop
mental point or view the adaptive land.!u"ape is 
e!\sentialJy a small collection or easily climb ... · 
ble peab. with populations occupying 
diHerent loc_ations on these peak~. Tht proh· 
lem with this picture is that it iRnorE"!O f"rol 
ogy. and the sf'lf'ctive forces immanf"nt in the 
intrrar.tions among different speries. As 
population! climb the peaks they modify its 
structurr. turning some locations into vaJley~ 
and others into pf'aks . From th e genetir and 
developmentnl point of view thr,e valleys 
correspond to well formed organisms: from 
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the .colorical point 01 vi ... th.y ar •• xcluded. 
In .ome ca ••• a continuum of forma ma, be 
allowed, yet di.tlnet form. mar bec:om •• epa· 
rat.d by deep wid. vall.,. •. In order to under· 
ltand the evoluUon it ia neee ... ", to pieture 
tho d.velopm.nt 01 tho peak atructure. At 
each .tage of the evolution. population •• r. 
eith.r tracking moving peaka or pa .. ing from 
peak to p.ak along tr.v .... bl. pathways. In 
the mature community the selective (orees 
may be such that the intermediate p.th .... ys 
are transformed to deep. wide valleys. But 
t.his does not mean that the .ystem at any 
pOint in the put had to solve the problem of 
traversing these valleys. What it. mean. is 
that the high .uitability 01 biologic.1 organiza· 
tion to evolution allows populations to climb 
up .... rd running pathways rapidly when they 
appear , and in general to keep up with the 
changing landseape. 

There is some connection here with the red 
que.n hypothe.i. 01 van Valen (1973). Popul.· 
tions must keep evolving to Ita1 in place. Our 
version is that the structure or organisms 
must be evolvable enough to evolve rast 
enough to follow the unrolding adaptive land· 
scape. There is also a connection to the punc· 
tu.ted equilibrium concept 01 Gould and 
Eldredge (1977), Th. equilibrium situ.tion 
correlponds to a stable landscape. The 
punctuated situation corresponds to faat 
tracking 01 an unloldlng I.ndoc.pe. Thio I.ot 
tracking is not, however, due to biurre non· 
linearities in the developmental proeeJs. Thi. 
would not provide a robust way of keeping up 
with a fast changing peak Itrudure. Rather it 
Is due primarily to mutation bullerlng. and is 
thus dependent on gradual transformation of 
structure and runction in response to genetic 
change. We can recall our image of gron and 
fine controls on a microscope. Some features 
of the strudure may allow for a wide sweep 
of variations: but a fine luning capability is 
essential and likely to be Illodated with 
extradimenaional pathways. Finally we should 
mention the connection to neutralism. If the 
organizational structure allows for burtering 
of mutation and other R'enetie change there is 

bound to bo a 'gr.at d~aI 01 neutral or qua.l· 
n.utral .. r[atlon. Thu. II mutation bullerlne 
10 .... ntlal lor tit •• Ifoetln operation 01 Yari· 
atlon aDd .electlon, neutral phenomena will be 
an Inoyltabl. concomitant. Neutrallom la bot· 
ter Interpreted u a condition lor tho .11 •• · 
Uvene.. of •• Ieetion rather than .. a 
ph,nomeDon whieh impU •• it. in.l.vaDee. 

Th. picture II thu. on. In which •• arch and 
Itructur. .r. Ine.trlc.bly tied togother. 
Seareh works because the .trudures are suit· 
able. The structures are luitable because 
.earch lead. to them. Thi. I. why a structur· 
alist view can be just I.!J Darwinian u ortho
dox NeoDarwiniam, and actually twi(e 15 

Darwinian. 
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